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The gas-phase conformations of a series of trinucleotides containing thymine (T) and guanine
(G) bases were investigated for the possibility of zwitterion formation. Deprotonated dGTT,
dTGT, and dTTG ions were formed by MALDI and their collision cross-sections in helium
measured by ion mobility based methods. dTGT was theoretically modeled assuming a
zwitterionic and non-zwitterionic structure while dGTT and dTTG were considered
“control groups” and modeled only as non-zwitterions. In the zwitterion, G is protonated at
the N7 site and the two neighboring phosphates are deprotonated. In the non-zwitterion,
G is not protonated and only one phosphate group is deprotonated. Two conformers, whose
cross-sections differ by 17  2 Å2, are observed for dTGT in the 80 K experiments. Multiple
conformers are also observed for dGTT and dTTG at 80 K, though relative cross-section
differences between the conformers could not be accurately obtained. At higher temperatures
(200 K), the conformers rapidly interconvert on the experimental time scale and a single
“time-averaged” conformer is observed in the ion mobility data. Theory predicts only one
low-energy conformation for the zwitterionic form of dTGT with a cross-section 8% smaller
than experimental values. Additionally, the extra H on G does not bridge both phosphates.
Thus, dTGT does not appear to be a stable zwitterion in the gas-phase. Theory does, however,
predict two low-energy conformers for the non-zwitterionic form of dTGT that differ in
cross-section by 18 3 Å2, in good agreement with the experiment. In the smaller cross-section
form (folded conformer), G and one of the T bases are stacked while the other T folds towards
the stacked pair and hydrogen bonds to G. In the larger cross-section form (open conformer),
the unstacked T extends away from the T/G stacked pair. Similar folded and open conformers
are predicted for all three trinucleotides, regardless of which phosphate is
deprotonated. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2003, 14, 161–170) © 2003 American Society for Mass
Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry has proven to be extremelyuseful for characterizing biological moleculesin the gas phase. Although most of these
applications involve the sequence and structural anal-
ysis of peptides and proteins, interest is growing in
using mass spectrometry to analyze DNA [1–3]. How-
ever, MS studies on DNA have been hindered because
of the tendency of the polynucleotides to fragment
during the MALDI [4] process of ion formation, lower-
ing signal intensities and peak resolution. This fragmen-
tation problem generally limits the size of the polynu-
cleotide that can be routinely studied by mass
spectrometry to 100 bases in length and creates diffi-
culties in monitoring small structural changes such as
the methylation of a base or detecting mutations along
the DNA chain.
Several groups have investigated this fragmentation
problem with the hope of developing strategies to fix it.
New matrices have shown some success in decreasing
the amount of fragmentation [5–7] as have adding
ammonium salts to the DNA sample [8–11] and the use
of IR-MALDI ioniziation sources [12, 13], which have
yielded mass spectra of polynucleotides containing
more than 1000 bases. Other studies, however, have
focused on smaller oligonucleotides to determine the
exact mechanism of the fragmentation. It is believed
that the fragmentation is initiated by the protonation,
and subsequent elimination, of one of the bases in the
oligonucleotide chain, followed by multiple cleavages
of the sugar-phosphate backbone [14–16].
Hillenkamp, Gross, and co-workers investigated the
fragmentation of several protonated and deprotonated
oligonucleotides using post source decay and H/D
exchange [17, 19]. They concentrated on a series of
tetranucleotides containing one guanine (G) base and
three thymine (T) bases [17, 19]. The reason for this is
that G has the highest proton affinity of the DNA bases
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while T has the lowest [20] and so G should be the base
that is eliminated in the proposed fragmentation
scheme. For the protonated tetranucleotides [17], the
mass spectra showed that a protonated (deuterated) G
was indeed eliminated, regardless of where G was
positioned in the tetranucleotide chain (dGTTT, dTGTT,
dTTGT, or dTTTG). However, for the deprotonated ions
[18], the mass spectra for dGTTT and dTTTG showed
loss of G while the spectra for dTGTT and dTTGT
showed loss of T instead. It was proposed that dTGTT
and dTTGT formed zwitterions, with G protonated
and the two neighboring phosphate groups deproto-
nated, which stabilized the glycosidic bond and pre-
vented the loss of G from occurring.
When investigating the fragmentation of large bi-
omolecules it is important to consider not only the
primary structure and sequence of the molecule but its
overall shape as well. Atoms that appear to be close
together in a 2-D rendition of the molecule may not be
close when the molecule folds into its desired 3-D
conformation. Higher-order structural features of pep-
tides have been known to affect collision-induced dis-
sociation spectra and influence sequence assignments
and fragmentation mechanisms [21–24]. While many
studies have investigated the gas-phase conformations
of peptides [25–32] and proteins [33–35], very few have
focused on oligonucleotides [36].
Our original goal was to use mass spectrometry and
ion mobility methods [37, 38] to examine the gas-phase
conformations of the above-mentioned T/G tetranucle-
otides to determine whether dTGTT and dTTGT
form zwitterions as predicted. However, since so little
data is available on the conformations of oligonucleo-
tides in the gas phase, we began with the more straight-
forward dinucleotides [39, 40]. The results indicated
that even these relatively simple systems have complex
conformational and energetic properties (up to three
conformations were identified for some of the dinucle-
otides). Therefore, the next step we elected to take was
to investigate the conformational preferences of
trinucleotides. In this paper, we report conformational
and energetic data for a series of deprotonated T/G
trinucleotides—dGTT, dTGT, and dTTG. These
trinucleotides have the possibility of forming zwitteri-
ons like their tetranucleotide counterparts, but are eas-
ier to model and thus may be able to provide a clearer
picture on the possible formation of zwitterions in the
gas phase.
Experimental
Details concerning the experimental setup for the ion
mobility measurements have been published [41] so
only a brief description will be given here. Deproto-
nated trinucleotide ions were formed by MALDI in a
home-built ion source [42]. Desalted samples of dGTT,
dTGT, and dTTG were purchased from Sigma-Genosys
(The Woodlands, TX) and used without further purifi-
cation. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was used as
the matrix and methanol as the solvent. Approximately
100 l of DHB (100 mg/ml) and 100 l of the desired
trinucleotide (1 mg/ml) were applied to the sample
target and dried. A nitrogen laser (  337 nm, 1–2
mJ/pulse) was used to generate the ions in the MALDI
source. The trinucleotide ion of interest, [M  H], is
mass selected in a double focusing, reverse geometry
mass spectrometer and injected at low energies into a 4
cm long copper drift cell [41] filled with 3 torr of
helium. The temperature of the drift cell can be varied
from 80 K to 600 K. A weak, uniform electric field is
applied across the cell that gently pulls the ions through
the He gas at a constant drift velocity. Ions exiting the
cell are detected as a function of time (the time is
triggered by the laser pulse), yielding an arrival time
distribution or ATD.
The mobility (Ko) of the ion is determined from a
series of ATDs measured at different electric field
strengths (5–25 V/cm) using eq 1
tA  l
2 273
760T 1Ko pV  to (1)
where tA is the measured arrival time, l is the length of
the cell, T is temperature, p is the pressure of the He gas,
V is the voltage across the cell, and to is the time the ion
spends outside the drift cell [43]. A plot of tA versus p/V
yields a straight line with a slope inversely proportional
to Ko. From the mobility, the ion–He collision cross-





where C contains known data about temperature, pres-
sure, the ion–He reduced mass, and the ion charge [43].
Thus, the ion’s arrival time is directly proportional to its
collision cross-section and contains information about
the geometric shape of the ion. Ions that are tightly
folded have smaller cross-sections than ions that are
more extended and, therefore, will have shorter arrival
times. If the ion has multiple conformations that have
significantly different cross-sections, each conformer
may be separated from the others in the drift cell and
appear as different peaks in the ATDs [38, 44–46]
(assuming the conformers do not rapidly interconvert
as they drift through the cell [39, 40, 47]).
Various computational methods are then used to
generate candidate structures of the ions and calculate
their collision cross-sections with He for comparison to
experiment. For the trinucleotides presented here, mo-
lecular mechanics/dynamics calculations, using the
AMBER 6.0 set of programs [48], were used to create the
model structures. Typically, 150 low-energy structures
of each trinucleotide ion are generated using a simu-
lated annealing procedure. In this procedure, an initial
structure is first energy minimized. This is followed by
a 30 ps molecular dynamics simulation at 800 K and
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another 10 ps molecular dynamics simulation in which
the temperature is gradually reduced to 0 K. The
resulting structure is energy minimized again, saved,
and used as the starting structure for another dynam-
ics/minimization cycle. The entire process is repeated
until 150 structures are obtained. Angle-averaged colli-
sion cross-sections of each structure are calculated us-
ing a temperature-dependent projection model [42, 49]
that has proven reliable for biological [25–27] and
synthetic [42, 47, 50–53] polymer systems with similar
sizes as the trinucleotides. A scatter plot of cross-section
versus relative energy for the 150 theoretical structures
is then used to help identify the confomer(s) observed
in the ATDs.
Results and Discussion
Arrival time distributions (ATDs) for dGTT, dTGT,
and dTTG measured at drift cell temperatures of 300 K
and 80 K are shown in Figure 1. Single, symmetric
peaks are present in all of the 300 K ATDs but multiple
peaks appear in the 80 K ATDs. The relative intensity
and degree of separation of the 80 K peaks are sequence
dependent. For dGTT and dTGT, the 80 K ATD
peaks are approximately equal in intensity but for
dTTG, the shorter-time peak is 2–3 times larger than
the longer-time peak. In addition, two 80 K peaks are
clearly observed for dTGT but the ATDs for dGTT
and dTTG only show shoulders on the long-time side
of the main peak.
Multiple peaks in ATDs signify the presence of
multiple conformers with significantly different colli-
sion cross-sections. For dTGT, the time difference
between the two 80 K ATD peaks reflects a difference in
cross-section of 17  2 Å2 (with the longer-time peak
representing the conformer with the larger cross-sec-
tion). Since two peaks are observed at 80 K but not at
300 K, the two conformers must be rapidly isomerizing
at higher temperatures, yielding a single, time-averaged
ATD peak. (This will be discussed in more detail later.)
For each trinucleotide, a series of ATDs were measured
at different drift voltages. From these measurements,
accurate values of the mobilities of the ions are deter-
mined and converted to cross-sections using eqs 1 and
2. These cross-sections are listed in Table 1. All three
trinucleotides have similar experimental cross-sections,
regardless of sequence, suggesting that they may have
similar conformations as well. (The increase in cross-
section from 300 K to 80 K is due to the ion–He
interaction potential, which has been described in detail
elsewhere [49, 54]). Thus, if dTGT is a zwitterion, it is
not significantly more “open” or “folded” than dGTT
and dTTG, which are not expected to be zwitterions.
Normally, conformational identification of the ions is
made by directly comparing the calculated cross-sec-
tions of theoretical structures to experimental values
obtained from the ATDs. However, this sort of compar-
ison is difficult for these systems. Multiple conformers
are present for the trinucleotides and the ion mobility
experiments can only separate them and give absolute
cross-sections of each one at 80 K. At higher tempera-
tures, the conformers isomerize as they travel through
the drift cell resulting in a “time-averaged” conforma-
tion with an experimental cross-section that should fall
somewhere between the values of the two “pure”
forms. Unfortunately, we do not have accurate multidi-
mensional surfaces for these trinucleotides and so the
calculated cross-sections at 80 K are more uncertain
than they are at 300 K where the ion-He interaction
potential has little effect. Therefore, absolute cross-
section comparisons between experiment and theory at
80 K are not useful but relative cross-section differences
between two conformers can still be made and are the
basis for our structural assignments.
dTGT
As mentioned previously, the main goal of this study is
to determine whether these trinucleotides, dTGT in
particular, form zwitterions in the gas phase. Therefore,
dTGT was theoretically modeled assuming a zwitteri-
onic and non-zwitterionic structure, shown in Figure 2.
In the zwitterionic form, guanine (G) is protonated at
N7 while the two phosphate groups are deprotonated.
In the non-zwitterionic form, G is not protonated and
only one of the phosphate groups is deprotonated. For
Figure 1. ATDs for dGTT, dTGT, and dTTG obtained at a
drift cell temperature of 300 K (top) and 80 K (bottom). The
multiple peaks at 80 K represent different conformations of the
ion. The expected peak width for a single conformer at 80 K is15
s.
Table 1. Experimental and Theoretical Cross-Sections (Å2) for
dTGT, dTTG, and dTTG
Experiment Theory (300K)
80K 300K zwitterion Non-zwitterion
dTGT 238, 255 196 180 189a, 206b
dGTT 240,c 194 190a, 208b
dTTG 239,c 195 188a, 205b
aFolded conformer.
bOpen conformer.
cA more extended conformer is observed but a precise cross-section
could not be measured.
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each case, a series of annealings and energy minimiza-
tions were used to create 150 candidate structures. The
cross-section of each structure was then calculated and
a scatter plot of cross-section versus energy used to help
compare theory with experiment.
The scatter plot for the zwitterionic form of dTGT is
shown in Figure 3. Each point in the plot represents one
theoretical structure and the cross-sections were calcu-
lated using a temperature of 300 K. The lowest energy
structures are the most compact and have an average
cross-section of 180 Å2. This value is about 8% smaller
than the experimental cross-section derived from the
300 K ATDs (see Table 1). Figure 4 shows the conformer
that corresponds to these lowest energy points in the
scatter plot. In this conformation, the two thymine (T)
bases are stacked and the guanine (G) base is folded
toward this stacked pair. The thymines stack so that the
O4 carbonyl oxygen on one T is situated over the NH
group on the other T. The T bases are not parallel but
rather tilt toward each other so that NH . . . O¢C hydro-
gen bonds form. This structural element was also ob-
served for dinucleotides [39, 40]. Guanine also hydro-
gen bonds to one of the thymine bases (in this case, the
5'T) through the NH2 group on G and the other car-
bonyl oxygen (O2) on T.
A few problems arise with this zwitterionic struc-
ture. First, the extra H on the N7 atom in guanine,
which should be close to both phosphate groups in
order to stabilize the proposed zwitterion, is more than
6 Å away from the 3' phosphate group (see the sche-
matic diagram in Figure 4). Molecular dynamics simu-
lations at 600 K (run for 1ns) indicate that the H on
guanine never gets closer than 6 Å to the 3' phosphate
oxygens. The extra H does, however, stay within 2 Å
of the 5' phosphate oxygen during the entire dynamics
run. Similar results were obtained from calculations on
the zwitterionic structures of the tetranucleotides dT-
GTT and dTTGT. The extra H on guanine never
bridged two deprotonated phosphate groups, but did
remain close to the phosphate group on the 5' side of
guanine.
The second problem is that theory predicts only one
low-energy conformation for the dTGT zwitterion, but
the ion mobility experiments clearly indicate that two
conformers exist whose cross-sections differ by 17 Å2.
While the effect of the ion–He interaction potential on
the cross-sections of the two conformers may be slightly
different for each conformer, it is not drastically differ-
ent either. Therefore, if the conformers never intercon-
verted, their relative difference in cross-section should
still be 17  3 Å2 at 300 K (This was observed for
dinucleotides in which two conformers could be sepa-
rated as high as 200–300 K. The relative difference in
cross-section between the two forms at 200 K was
similar to the difference observed in the 80 K ATD data.
Additionally, temperature dependent cross-section
measurements of different sized synthetic polymers
Figure 2. Diagram of the zwitterionic and non-zwitterionic forms of dTGT. In the non-zwitterion,
either phosphate group can be deprotonated.
Figure 3. Scatter plot for the zwitterionic form of dTGT. Each
point represents one theoretical structure generated from the
molecular mechanics/dynamics calculations. The shaded horizon-
tal bar represents the experimental cross-section determined from
the 300 K ATDs (196  2 Å2).
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(i.e., 7-mer versus 12-mer) showed that relative differ-
ences measured at 300 K were similar to those mea-
sured at 100 K. See references [40, 42, 49, 51, 52]).
However, the only structures in the scatter plot for the
zwitterion that have 17 Å2 different cross-sections are
also 10–15 kcal/mol different in energy. It is unlikely
that a given conformer would rapidly convert into a
10–15 kcal/mol less stable conformation at room tem-
perature. Even if they did, the cross-sections predicted
for the zwitterions are too small to fit with any experi-
mental data.
At 300 K, the ion mobility measurements yield an
“average” cross-section due to the two conformers
rapidly interconverting in the drift cell. This experimen-
tal cross-section should fall between the actual values of
the two “pure” conformers. If dTGT is a zwitterion,
theory should predict two conformers that differ in
cross-section by 17 Å2 and the 300 K experimental
cross-section should be between the two theoretical
values. The calculated cross-section for the lowest en-
ergy zwitterionic form of dTGT is 180  2 Å2. The
“second” zwitterionic conformer would need a cross-
section of 197 Å2 in order to fit with the 17 Å2
difference observed in the 80 K ATDs. Therefore, if two
zwitterionic structures were present, the 300 K experi-
mental cross-section for dTGT should be between 180
Å2 and 197 Å2. The actual 300 K experimental cross-
section for dTGT is 196  2 Å2. The only way the
theoretical zwitterionic structures could fit the 300 K
experimental data was if the 10–15 kcal/mol higher
energy conformers (with 197 Å2 cross-section) were
the dominant forms and thus shifted the “averaged”
300 K cross-section towards their “pure” value (see
reference [40]). This does not make sense energetically
and does not fit in with the 80 K ATDs that show equal
proportions of the two dTGT conformers. Thus,
dTGT does not appear to be a zwitterion.
The other option for dTGT is a non-zwitterionic
structure in which G is not protonated and just one of
the phosphate groups is deprotonated. The phosphate
group on the 5' side of G or the 3' side of G can be
deprotonated and both possibilities were considered in
the modeling. Figure 5 shows the resulting scatter plots
for the two non-zwitterionic forms of dTGT. Similar
plots are observed for each deprotonated species but
they are quite different than the one predicted for the
zwitterion. Instead of one group of low-energy con-
formers as seen for the zwitterion, two families of
low-energy conformers are predicted for the non-zwit-
terions (circled in Figure 5). These sets of conformers
have similar energies but differ in cross-section by 18 
3 Å2.
Representatives of each family are shown in Figure 6.
The structures shown in this figure are deprotonated at
the 5' phosphate but theory predicts similar conformers
for the dTGT ions with a deprotonated 3' phosphate.
Unlike the zwitterion in which the two thymines
stacked, G and T stack in the non-zwitterions. (In Figure
6, G stacks with the 5' T, but other structures in each
family were observed in which G stacks with the 3' T.)
The other T either folds towards this stacked pair
(folded conformer, smaller cross-section) or extends
away from it (open conformer, larger cross-section). In
both families, the T/G stacked bases are angled towards
each other with the NH group on one base hydrogen-
bonded to a carbonyl oxygen on the other base. In the
folded conformer, a hydrogen bond is also formed
between the NH2 group on G and the O4 carbonyl
oxygen on the unstacked T. In the open conformer, the
NH2 group on G is hydrogen bonded to the deproto-
Figure 4. Lowest energy structure found for the zwitterionic form of dTGT. Carbons are gray,
oxygens are red, nitrogens are blue, and phosphorous is orange. The extra H on guanine is
highlighted. The two thymine bases are stacked and the guanine base folds toward them so that the
NH2 group on G hydrogen bonds to the O2 carbonyl atom on T. The diagram shows the HO
distances between the extra H on guanine and the two phosphate groups.
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nated phosphate group. Another structural feature
common for both families of conformers is that the OH
groups on each end of the oligonucleotide chain hydro-
gen-bond to the deprotonated phosphate group. The
average cross-sections of the folded and open families
are given in Table 1.
Unlike the zwitterion, the theoretical data for the
non-zwitterions fit nicely with the ion mobility results.
As can be seen in Table 1 as well as the scatter plots, the
relative difference in cross-section predicted for the
folded and open conformers (18  3 Å2) agrees very
well with the experimental value determined from the
two 80 K ATD peaks (17  2 Å2). Thus, the two peaks
in the 80 K ATD can be reasonably assigned as the
“non-zwitterionic” folded (faster time) and open (slow-
er time) forms. At 300 K, where only one peak is
observed in the ATD, the experimental cross-section for
dTGT (shown as the shaded horizontal bar in Figure 5)
falls between the theoretical values of the folded and
open form. This result also agrees nicely with the idea
that the folded and open conformers are isomerizing at
higher temperatures.
At 300 K, there is enough internal energy in the
system to overcome the isomerization barrier between
the folded and open forms. Therefore, the two conform-
ers can rapidly interconvert as they drift through the
cell resulting in a single, “time-averaged” conformation
with a drift time (and hence cross-section) between that
of the pure folded and open conformers. As the tem-
perature in the drift cell is lowered, the internal energy
in the system drops and the rate of the isomerization
slows down. At sufficiently low temperatures, the in-
ternal energy in the system drops below the barrier
height and the isomerization stops, effectively “freezing
out” the two conformers. Figure 7 shows a series of
ATDs for dTGT measured at drift cell temperatures
between 110 K and 170 K that demonstrates this isomer-
ization process. The different shapes of the tempera-
ture-dependent ATDs can be fit using a model based on
kinetic theory of ions in gases [55]. The only unknown
variables in the fit are the rate constant for the folded3
open transition (kf) and the rate constant for the open3
folded transition (ko). Once k is known as a function of
temperature, an Arrhenius plot of lnk versus 1/T should
yield a straight line with a slope proportional to the
barrier height. Figure 8 shows the data for dTGT
(following the folded 3 open rate constant), which
yield a barrier height of 1.2  0.2 kcal/mol.
dGTT and dTTG
Because the post source decay spectra for dGTTT and
dTTTG showed the predicted loss of G, these tet-
ranucleotides were not proposed to be stabilized by
zwitterion formation [18]. Therefore, dGTT and
dTTG are not expected to be zwitterions and were not
modeled as such here. However, dGTT and dTTG
can be deprotonated at the 5' or 3' phosphate and both
options were considered. The scatter plots for these two
trinucleotides are very similar to the ones generated for
the non-zwitterionic forms of dTGT shown in Figure 5.
Two clusters of points within 1–2 kcal/mol of each
other but with 18  3 Å2 different cross-sections are
observed. The conformers corresponding to these two
groups are also similar to the two conformers predicted
for dTGT shown in Figure 6. In the smaller cross-
section group, G stacks with one of the T bases while
the other T folds towards the stacked pair (folded
conformer). In the larger cross-section group, G again
stacks with one of the T bases but the other T extends
away from this stacked pair (open conformer). As with
dTGT, the site of the deprotonation (3' or 5' phosphate
group) does not significantly alter the types of folded
and open conformers predicted for dGTT and dTTG.
The average cross-sections of the folded and open
conformers (calculated at 300 K) are given in Table 1.
Figure 5. Scatter plots for the non-zwitterionic forms of dTGT
in which the 5' phosphate (a) and 3' phosphate (b) is deprotonated.
The circled points represent two families of conformers shown in
Figure 6. The shaded horizontal bar represents the experimental
cross-section determined from the 300 K ATDs (196  2 Å2). Note
that the experimental value falls between the values predicted for
the two families of conformers.
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The only significant differences between dGTT,
dTGT, and dTTG are the degree of separation of the
multiple peaks in the 80 K ATDs and the relative
intensity of the long-time peak in the dTTG ATD. The
ATD peaks are not as clearly separated for dGTT and
dTTG as they are for dTGT, although none of the
peaks are baseline resolved. However, the cross-section
obtained for the shorter-time peak is the same for all
three trinucleotides (accurate values of the long-time
peak for dGTT and dTTG could not be obtained). The
two peaks in the dTGT ATD have been assigned to the
folded (shorter-time) and open (longer-time) conform-
ers. Based on the reasoning described in the previous
section for dTGT and the fact that the experimental
cross-sections and theoretical structures are the same
for all three trinucleotides, the peaks in the 80 K ATDs
for dGTT and dTTG can also be reasonably assigned
to the folded and open conformers. The only difference
is that the isomerization barriers between the two
conformers for dGTT and dTTG are not as high as
the one for dTGT. Thus, the rate of isomerization
between the folded and open forms at 80 K is faster for
dGTT and dTTG than for dTGT. Unfortunately,
accurate fits of temperature-dependent ATDs for
dGTT and dTTG could not be obtained to determine
the exact height of this barrier, but the values should
not be too much smaller than the 1.2 kcal/mol deter-
mined for dTGT.
Summary
Ion mobility experiments and molecular mechanics/
dynamics calculations were used to investigate the
gas-phase conformations of deprotonated dGTT,
dTGT, and dTTG ions. The results indicate that
dTGT is not a stable zwitterion in the gas phase. The
extra proton on G does not bridge the two deproto-
nated phosphates and the theoretical structures pre-
dicted for the zwitterionic form of dTGT do not
correlate with the ion mobility data. If however,
dTGT is modeled as a singly deprotonated species
(irrespective of which phosphate group is deproto-
nated), theoretical and experimental results agree
very well with each other. Two conformers are ob-
served in the 80 K ATDs whose cross-sections differ
by 17  2 Å2. Theory also predicts two conformers
with 18  3 Å2 different cross-sections (at 300 K): a
“folded” conformation in which G stacks with one of
the T bases and the other T folds towards this stacked
pair and an “open” conformation in which the other
T extends away from the T/G stacked pair. At 300 K,
these two conformers rapidly interconvert as they
drift through the drift cell, yielding a single, time-
averaged conformation with a cross-section between
the values predicted for the folded and open con-
formers. Fitting the shapes of temperature-dependent
ATDs yielded rate constants for the isomerization
Figure 6. Representatives of the two families of dTGT conformers observed in the scatter plots in
Figure 5. In each case, guanine stacks with one of the thymine bases while the other thymine folds
towards the stacked pair (folded) or away from it (open). In this figure the 5' phosphate group is
deprotonated, but similar conformers are observed if the 3' phosphate is deprotonated. Various
hydrogen bonds are shown with dotted lines.
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process and an Arrhenius analysis of the data yielded
a 1.2 kcal/mol isomerization barrier.
Similar folded and open conformers and cross-
sections were also determined for dGTT and dTTG
(which are not believed to be zwitterions), providing
further evidence that dTGT is not a zwitterion. The
only significant differences between the three
trinucleotides are the lower folded 7 open isomer-
ization barriers for dGTT and dTTG compared to
dTGT (as evidenced by lower degrees of separation
between the 80 K ATD peaks) and the relatively
larger abundance of the folded conformer observed
in the dTTG ATDs.
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